
Double Tree Clevis, wbich is so constructed that should one 
of the horses of a team get behind the other the clevises 
will adjust themselves automatically to give the rear borse 
an advantage of leverage to enable him to regain his place 
at the side of the other horse, when the draugbt again be
comes equal. 

Charles R. Polen, Sr., of Hazel Dell, 111., is the inventor 
of an improved Machine for Pulverizing the Soil to prepare 
it to receive seed, which is simple, convenient, and easily 
kept in repair. It leaves the soil level_and smooth, and in 
good condition to receive seed. 

Ira O. Childs, of Shreve, Ohio, has patented an improved 
Hedge Fence, which is close and thick in its- lower part, so 
as to prevent the passage of small animals, and wtbich may 
be allowed to grow to any desired height, and may be 
trimmed in any shape. 

.... e . ., 

NEW POWER PRESS. 
We illustrate herewith a new inclined double eccentric 

press made by th:" Stiles and Parker Pres.s Company, of 
Middletown, Conn. This press IS designed especially for 
such work a8 the tops and bottoms of large square cans, 
such as are used for packing kerosene oil. Two tops or 
two bottoms are made at the same time, one at each side of 
the press. The workman puts in one piece 
with each hand, and, as the press is inclined, 
the finished articles drop out of their own 
gravity. 

The transverse section, Fig. 2, is taken 
through the slide and guides, showing the 
manner of gibbing the slide to take up wear. 

Owing to the inclination of the guides, tbe 
slide tends to wear on the rear or under side. 
To keep the slide always true ",:ith the bed the gibs are lo
cated on the low� side, 'and can be adjusted to compensate 
for wear by means of the set screws in the guides. The part 
of the slide, A, that is fitted to the ways, B, is beveled, and 
the triangular gib, C, is fitted to the ways and slide, and is 
&djusted by the set screws in the ways. This arrangement 
is said to work very satisfactorily. 

Another important feature in this press is the device for 
simultaneously adjusting both pitmans. 

1titntifit �tutritau. 
consists in a piece of elastic rubber placed between the sea,t provided with a vertical rim, and baving projections arranged 
or back and the chair frame. The rubber is continuous, and to dislodge, by rotation, a number of balls resting.in the 
gives a degree of spring that furnishes a comfortable yield- holes of the said disk. 
ing support to the body, is more economical than springs or Francis P. Cummerford, of Wilmington, Del., has pat
stuffing as usually employed, and is withal of sufficient ented a Protecting Helmet for the use of firemen, ship
strength to be very durable. wrecked and other persons. It is made of rubber, or other 

Abe O. Kaplan, of Cincinnati, 0., is tbe inventor of an elastic material; that closes tightly to the neck, but fits loosely 
improved Satchel Desk,having an interior casing that is sub- on the head, it being provided at the upper part with a ven
divided and provided with a hinged and folding deskpor- tilating device, and with a mouthpiece and closing device 
tion, and with sliding and swinging corner receptacles for to admit of speaking. 
inkstands and similar articles. The folding desk closes the Jonathan Hill, of New York city, has patented an improved 
casing, and is covered by the lid of the satcbel, to the center Take-up for Twine Holders, which will raise the free end of 
bar of which the handle is applied, the lid being locked at the twine from the counter after it has been detached from 
both sides and strapped to the body of the casing by suitable the bundle being tied. It consists in a tube having at its 
locking devices. upper end a ring, by which it is suspended, and having at 

Willian '. Bowen, of Ridgeway, Iowa, has devised an its lower end a ring for supporting the twine basket or holder, 
improved L • .  ting Drum for attachment to stove pipes, which and containing a sliding weight, which is provided with an 

. will also serve as a stove shelf. It· consists in two conical eye that receives the twine, which passes through eyelets in 
end sections and a flat middle section connected with the end the opposite sides of the upper end of the tube. 
section by short pipes, leaving a space betweEJ,llthe sections Edward L. Witte, of White Mills, Pa., has patented an 
for articles to be heated. improvement in Methods of Labeling Bottles, wbich consists 

William M. Ryerson, of Newton, N. J., has patented an in first burning the colors into tbe label and then melting the 
improved Harness Saddletree, which prevents the saddle from I label into tbe bottle. 
injuring the horse's back or coming in contact with his back· I Elida M. Capen, of Charlton Depot, Mass., has invented 

A 

INCLINED DOUBLE ECCENTRIC PRESS. 

bone, so that his back will not be made sore, and will be 
allowed to heal while he is in daily use, should it have been 
previously injured. 

Frederick Buehrig and Charles Buebrig, of Fort Madison, 
Iowa, have patented an improved Lamp Burner, that com
bines the advV/ntages of a common lamp burner with those 
of a night lamp, and furnishes either a flame of the usual 
size or a night light, admitting the changing of one light to 
the other in an instant without the use of a match or the 

an improved Index Tag for Books. It con
sists in a metal tag which is split lengthwise, 
so as to form two clamping jaws, that are 
caused to gripe the edge of the leaf of a book 
by means of a prong or rivet. 

Henry S. Wood, of Rob Roy, Ark., bas 
patented an improved Lap Ring, which con
sists of a lap ring made of two sections, which 
are open at one side, and provided with 

grooved center pieces at the opposite side, that fit into tbe 
openings, so as to firmly interlock when connected with each 
other. 

David H. King', of New York city, has invented an im
proved Newspaper File for securing the parts of a paper or 
several papers together in such a way that they may be con
veniently handled and read without getting out of place, 
and which at tbe same time may furnisb a means fO! hang
ing them up, if desired. 

The manufacturers stllte that all of the bearing surfaces handling of the chimney, the night light being, furthermore, 
are scraped to a fit, and that the workmanship 

An improved Horse Brake has been patented by Israel 
Spitz, of Chicago, Ill. Tbe object of this in

and materials are of the best quality through
out. For further particulars address the man
ufacturers as above. 

No Credit. 

Thirty-seven firms, located in different 
parts of the oil country, and em bracing all 
those engaged in the manufacture of oil well 
tools from the upper to the lower district, 
believing, from their vast experience and ob
senation, that the credit system is alike dis
astrous to both the producer and manufac
turer, announce that on and after to-day (June 
10) they will sell their goods only for cash 
on delivery. Commenting upon this the Ti
tusville Herald says: "There is no break in 
their ranks and no dissenting voice. Tbe 
evils of the credit system are so Widespread 
that this step had become necessary, and the 
cash sYlltem will work good not only to the 
tn.de, but to the producer as a class. The 
facility of giving and getting credit has stim
ulated production and offered a premium not 
only to financial looseness, but to actual dis
bonesty. The cash system will make all 
more conservative in their operations, and 
if dealers can av.oid bad debts und doubtful 
credit, prices will in the end decline to a level 
consistent with legitimate business profit, and 
the whole country will be the gainer." 

Decline in the Price oC PetroleUlli. 

Great consternation has been caused in the 
oil regions of Pennsylvania by the recent de
cline in the price of petroleum to less than a 
dollar per barrel. It is generally admitted 
that these ruin011s prices are a natural and un-
avoidable result of the immense overproduction, and in 
some quarters the belief is expre:sed that if there is no other 
way of curbing the desire to sink new oil wells more rapid
ly than new markets can be found, a still further decline 
will in the end prove beneficial by warning all whom it may 
concern of the folly of glutting the market with excessive 
quantities of such a product as petroleum.-Railway World. 

. '. � . 

Ne", Inventions. 

Silas S. Crocker and Albert Wilcox, of Clarence, Iowa, 
have invented an improved Foot Bath for Horses, by means 
of which a horse's feet maybe bathed while he is standingin 
a stable, so as to prevent his feet from being injured by 
remaining too long dry. 

Albert Ferguson, of Brooklyn (E. D.). N. Y., has patented 
an improved Sportsman's Lantern, which may be secured in 
a substantial manner to the hat of the sportsman, so that it 
will not restrict his movements, and. will throw the light di
rectly forward upon the game, leaving the sportsman in the 
shade. 

Henry S. Cate, of Millerstown (Barnhart's Mills P.O.), 
Pa., has patented an improved Chair Seat and Back, which 

INCLINED DOUBLE ECCENTRIC PRESS. 

protected by the chimney, so as not to be blown out when 
being carried about. 

An improved Vapor Bath has been patented by Mrs. Car
rie A. Munro, of Salt Lake City, Utah Ter. The invention 
consists in a box of peculiar form, having neck apertures for 
botli the sitting and reclining postures, and containing a re
movable cot, a stool, and vaporizing apparatus, which cannot 
be clearly described without engravings. 

An improvement in Cbills for Hubs has been patented by 
Patrick H. Burns, of Indiana, Pa. This invention relates to 
chills for chilling the hubs of wheels, more particularly the 
hubs of car wheels, such as revolve on their axles; and it 
consists in a cylindrical chill having end pieces for chilling 
the cheeks of the hub, and having a portion at the middle 
reduced in diameter and grooved circumferentially to receive 
an annular core, which forms a chamber in the hub. The 
chill is provided with several transverse and longitudinal 
vent holes for the escape of gas generated in the core. 

MartinEntenmann, of New York city, has patented an im
proved Game Apparatus, which consists in the combination 
of a stationary horizontal disk provided with series of num
bered perforations, and II concentric subjacent rotating wheel 
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vention is to furnish an improved device for 
controlling or braking horses, so as to prevent 
them from running away, and bringing them 
instantly, in case of danger, within the power 
of the driver or rider. 

Frederick G. Hunter, of MDDcton, New 
Brunswick, Canada, has patented an improved 
Seal Lock for railroad cars, mail bags, and 
other purposes, which may be applied to the 
hasps quickly and conveniently, so as to lock 
the same securely, without any chance of be
ing tampered with, the seal lock being readily 
used again after the tin seal is cut and the 
lock opened. 

Jobn Edgar, of New Bloomfield, Pa., is the 
inventor of an improved School Desk, which 
consiRts in a book box pivoted to slides and 
having means for adjusting and fastening it; 
having also a shelf or adjustable top, ami 
levers and sectors and catches for holding the 
parts in position. 

Frnest T. Gennert, of New York city, is 
the' inventor of an improved Drying Kiln, 
which is designed especially for drying beets 
for sugar making. but which may be used 
with equal advantage for drying various other 
substances. 

John Homrighous, of Royalton, Ohio, has 
patented an improved Burial Casket, which 
may be adjusted to any length, so as to enable 
the undertaker to keep on hand a full stock 
without being obliged to keep on hand as 
many caskets as are required by the present 
sizes. 

Silas Robbins, of Monroeville, 0., bas pat
ented a Bag Holder for holding grain and 
other bags to allow them to be conveniently 

filled. The device is in the nature of a bracket having such 
construction and provided with such devices as adapt it to be 
readily attached to and detached from a suitable support. 
The bag is held by friction with a hoop which is pivoted to 
the bracket. 

Moses M. Rice and Jesse Labar, of Slatington, Pa., have 
patented an improved Desk Slate Holder. It consists in a 
desk having a divided and hinged top, in which there is a re' 
cess containing a hinged frame, in which is pivoted the 
slate. 

William Haas, of Walla Walla, Washington Ter., has in
vented an improved Mop Wringer, for attachment to the side 
of a tub, pail, or bucket. It is .constructed to enable the mop 
to be easily, quickly, ahd thoroughly wrung out without its 
being necessary to wet Qr soil the hands by touCfing it. 

Michael W. Scannell, of Williamsport, Pa., has invented 
an improved Kitchen Sink, that is arranged in stkh a man
ner with a strainer and plug as to be used either as a sink or 
all a basin to hold water for washing dishes, etc. The strainer 
is so arranged as to be readily removed for cleaning, while 
the overflow is conducted off through suitable openings and '
exterior pipe. 



David C. Delinger, of Red Oak, 0., has patented a Road 
Gate, adapted to swing horizontally, and operated by cords 
and levers, the latter being extended from the pivot post 
laterally or parallel to the roadway, so that the cords which 
are pendent therefrom may be seized by persons on horse
back or in carriages, without dismounting. The improve
ment relates to the construction and arrangement of the de
vices for operating the gate. 

.. I •• " 

NEW PORTABLE IIILL 
We present herewith an engraving of a patent portahle 

mill, made by Messrs. Munson Brothers, of Utica, N. Y. In 
the engraving A is a cast iron frame, on the upper part of 
which there is a cylindrical shell, B, to receive the runner 
or understone. This shell is of larger di-
mensions than the stone, so as to leave a space 
all around and underneath the stone, as shown 
in Fig. 1. The shell, B, is cast in the same 
piece with the frame, A, and has its upper 
edge made perfectly smooth and even, so that 
all parts of its surface will be in the same 
plane. 

In the lower part of the frame, A, t'here is 
a horizontal driving shaft to which is secured 
a bevel wheel, which gears into a bevel pinion 
on the spindle, C, the lower end of which is 
stepped in a socket, D, the upper end of 
which has a flange around it. This socket is 
fitted within an adjustable box, which rests 
upon a lever supported by a nut and screw, 
by which means the stones may be made to 
run at a greater or less distance from each 
other to vary the fineness of the flour. 

The spinillP, C,is'provided with a collar, 
I, Fig. 2, which is fitted within a box, J, at
tached to the underside of the shell, B. The 
box, J, is of cylindrical form, .'. concentric 
with the shell, and within it there' are placed 
bearings, L, which are adjusted snugly 
against the collar, I, by keys, screws, or other 
m€ans. The collar, I, is hollow and opened 
at its lower end, having a space all around be
tween it and the spindle. . The box, J, il3 pro
vided with a central vertical tube, K, around 
which the collar, I, works, the tube, K, pass-
ing up between the collar, I, and the body of 
the spindle. The upper part of the collar, I, 

l'wl. 
j 

is perforated with holes, which are just above the bearings 
and below the upper end of tube, K. M is a tube which 
extends along underneath the shell, B. and communicates 
with the upper part of the box" J. This tube forms a means 
of supplying the box, J, with oil The collar, I. forms the 
bearing surface of the spindle. 

The box, J, is covered by the cap, N, having a circular 
flanged aperture in its center to allow the spindle to pass 
through. A cap, 0, on the spindle, C, covers the flange of 
the cap, N. On the upper end. of the spindle, C, there is 
placed a clearer, P. This clearer is formed of two arms at
tached to an eye, which is fitted on,the spindle and secured 
thereto by a feather and groove. The arms 
of the clearer extend nearly to the side of the 
shell, B. 

The driver, Q. is fitted on the upper part 
of the spindle, and like the clearer is secured 
to the spindle by a feather and groove. The 
driver rests on the eye of the clearer, and has 
two arms which fit in recesses in a shell, R, 
which is secured concentrically within the 
understone or runner, and has a bearing 
which rests upon the apex of the spindle. The 
dansel, S, is attached to the upper surface of 
the shell, R. 

The upper stone is secured in a cast metal 
cylindrical box, T, which is turned true at its 
lower part so that it may fit into the shell, B. 
The upper stone has a central eye, and the 
box, T, is secured in proper position by means 
of screw rods and nuts; the rods are attached 
to the shell, B, and pass through eyes at the 
outer side of box, T. A hopper frame is 
placed on the box, T, for supporting the hop
per and shoe, which may be arranged as 
usual It will be seen from the above de
scription that the runner will, in consequence 
of the arrangement of the driver, relatively 
with the apex of the spindle, . be allowed to 
adjust itself to the stone, so that the parallel 
ism of the faces of the two stones maybe 
preseJ:Ved as the stone rotates. This, arrangec 
ment, to wit, the having of the apex of the 
spindle in line with the bearing sUrfaces of 
the arms of the driver, admits of a universal 
joint movement of the stone, an effecfwhich 
cannot be attained in the ordinary arrange
ment. 

This invention also enl!.bles the spindle to 
be always kept properly lubricated, as oil 
may be poured into the box, J, at any time� 
and the oil in the box is retained therein, in 
consequence of the perforations in the upper 
part qf the collar, I. These perforations cause 
the oil, which may have a tendency to rise in 
the space betwllen the tube, K, and the col 
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lar, I, to pass the holes into the box, instead of passing over I supply o fiuel), into a hot bath of salt and water, while the 
the top of the tube. This is an important feature in this decomposition of the salt is effected and the chlorine liberated 
invention, as it effectually prevents the escape of the oil to attack the silver and copper by wetting down the sulphur 
from the box, J, when the latter is not oversupplied. For fumes on their way up the stack and returning them to the 
further particulars address Messril. Munson Brothers as bath. The method of recovering the metals is alike in each 
above. instance. This Spanish process is apparently but a modifi· 

.. I • , .. cation of, not an improvement on these which we have 

TRE NEW SPANISR PROCESS FOR SIL\TER AND mentioned, and we think it will be difficult, if not impossi-

COPPER. bIe, to evolve a chlorinating process better adapted to the 

The new Spanish process for the chlorinization of silver 
and copper ores, which dispenses with preliminary roasting" 
seems to be better fitted for laboratory determinations than 
for work on the large scale required in mining operations 
It consists in treating the pulverized ore with a solution of 

NEW POR-TABLE MILL. 

requirements than these, either in theory or in practice. 
.. .... 

fn AUSTRALIAN lABIRU. 
The Jabirus rank among the giants of the feathered race. 

There are very few species known, and they all seem to 
have similar habits-hunting on the borders 
of lakes, marshy grounds, and banks of 
rivers, where they find abundance of fish and 
aquatic reptiles on which they feed. 

The Australian J abiru appears to be a very 
rare bird, and it is extremely wary and 
haunts wide expanses where but little cover 
can be found. It can with difficulty be ap-' 
proached. To shoot one is a difficult task. 
A good sportsman, who succeeded at last in 
killing a jabiru, foUowed it for several days 
before he could get within long range of the 
suspicious bird. Dr. Bennett in his" Gather
mgs of a Naturalist in Australia" gives an 
interesting account of one of these birds 
which he tamed. 

In its coloring the Australian jabiru is a 
very handsome bird, and its movements are 
quiet, majestic, easy, and graceful The 
large head and neck are rich, shining green, 
changing to rainbow tints of violet and pur
ple upon the back of the head, the feathers 
gleaming in the sun with light metallic ra
diance. The greater wing coverts, scapu
laries, lower part of the back, and, tail are 
dark brown mixed with rich bluish green, 
which changes in the adult to a rich, gloS!!y 
green tinged with a golden luster. The 
smaller wing coverts, lower part of the neck 
and back, and upper part of the breast are 
white, speckled with ashy brown, but become 
pure white in the adult; the lower part of 
the breast, thighs, and inner part of the 

,common salt, to which are added nitric acid and wanganese wings white; eyes brilliant hazel in color. The legs are 
ore, and the chlorinization and lixiviation are effected in fil- blackish with a dark tinge of red, becoming of a bright red 
tering casks, and occupy from 12 to 24 hours. color in the adult; and when the bird flies with the legs 

In the process most commonly in use with us the oxida-. stretched out, the legs look like a long red tail. Dr. Ben
tion of the sulphur, arsenic, etc., is effected. by fire, which is nett's specimen measured three feet and ten inches to the 
certainly much more economical than nitric acid, aIld the top of the head, but was not full grown; they are said to at
roasted ore is chlorinated and lixiviated inJarger quantities tain a height of four or five feet. 
and in less time; while by still another process the finely .. , • • .. 

powdered ore is made to fall, with a sllfficient supply ,of air, New Engineering Inventions. 
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e'l John Tregoning, of Brooklyn, N. Y., has patented an im
ignition of the sulphur (and a moderate percentage of sul- proved Steam Valve for pumping engines, which consists in 
phur maintains the heat

' 
and combustion without further a circumferentially grooved piston rod, which acts as a 

THE AUSTRALIAN JABIRU. 
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valve, and in passages that lead from the ends 
of the valve chest to and across the cylinder 
heads, and to the exhaust receiver of the cyl
inder, the said passages being crossed between 
the valve chest and cylinder heads. 

John Tregoning and Michael Hastings, of 
Brooklyn, N. Y., have jointly patented an im
proved Pump Valve, which consists in a semi
cylindrical valve fitted to a suitable valve 
seat, and provided with recesses in each end 
for receiving a head formed on the rod of a 
small piston. A piston is connected with 
each end of the valve, and works in a cham
ber or cylinder formed at the end of the water 
way in the valve seat. Communications re
lating to either of these two inventions 
should be addressed to Mr. John Farrell, No. 
20 Water street, Brooklyn, or to Mr. John 
Tregoning, 38 Gold street, New York city. 

James C. Thomson, of Barnhart's Mills, 
Pa., has patented an improved Vacuum Pack
er for oil wells, for shutting off communica
tion between the upper strata of rock and 
the oil bearing rock, and it consists of three 
apertured metallic disks placed on the well 
tubing, and arranged to receive the vacuum 
tube, which, by its weight, compresses a rub
ber packing dIsk vertically, so as to expand 
it laterally to fill the bore of the well. 

William Taylor, of Peekskill, N. Y., has 
patented an improved Gate for Patterns, 
which consists in a gate formed of easily 
fused metal, interlocked with a pattern having 
cOllntersunk holes or dovetail slots, or both. 
Patterns attached in this manner are not easi
ly broken from the gate in the operation of 

. ramming the mould or rapPbtg .the pattern, 
as is the case with patterns mlde wholly from 
cast iron; and the patterns are attached at .a 

trifling expense compared with the usual 
method of riveting them to wrought iron 
gates, besides giving the gate a betierform 
for moulding and for detachment from the 
casting. 
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